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JUNE
Black Music Month

● Tango Negro, The African Roots of Tango

● The story of Lovers Rock

● Streetlight Harmonies

● Susana Bacas & Sons of Benkos

● When The Drum Is Beating 

● Return to Goree

● Evolutionary Blues

Black History Month 
Program 2018 & 
Women’s History 
Month 2018

http://nyadiff.org/bes
t-of-adiff-schedule/ 

http://nyadiff.org/tango-negro-music-and-society/
http://nyadiff.org/the-story-of-lovers-rock-black-history-month/
http://nyadiff.org/streetlight-harmonies-adiff-bhm/
http://nyadiff.org/chemo-club-nyadiff-2017/
http://nyadiff.org/aces-nyadiff-2017/
https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/return-to-goree/trailer-return-to-goree
http://nyadiff.org/evolutionary-blues-west-oaklands-music-legacy/
http://nyadiff.org/best-of-adiff-schedule/
http://nyadiff.org/best-of-adiff-schedule/


TANGO NEGRO The African Roots of Tango
Directed by Dom Pedro, 2013, 93 min., France, 
Documentary , French/Spanish/ English subtitles- US 
Distributors

http://www.tangonegrofilm.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1OCMY06u7M
https://africandiasporavideo.com/collections/documentary/products/blacks-in-latin-america
https://africandiasporavideo.com/collections/documentary/products/blacks-in-latin-america


2.The Story of 
LOVER’S ROCK

• Directed by Menelik Shabazz, 2011. English.  96mins.  
• Lovers Rock, often dubbed ‘romantic reggae’ is a uniquely black British 

sound that developed in the late 70s and 80s against a backdrop of riots, 
racial tension and sound systems. Live performance, comedy sketches, 
dance, interviews and archive shed light on the music and the generation 
that embraced it. Lovers Rock allowed young people to experience 
intimacy and healing through dance- known as ‘scrubbing’- at parties and 
clubs. This dance provided a coping mechanism for what was happening 
on the streets. Lovers Rock developed into a successful sound with 
national UK hits and was influential to British bands (Police, Culture Club, 
UB40) These influences underline the impact the music was making in 
bridging the multi-cultural gap that polarized the times. The film sheds 
light on a forgotten period of British music, social and political history.

• Trailer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiJof_zx2Uk&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiJof_zx2Uk&feature=youtu.be


● Doo wop, featuring stellar vocal harmonies sung a cappella, was born on 
street corners in the 1950s. soon, the Coasters, The Drifters and Frankie 
Valli were singing their hearts out to America on Alan Freed’s influential 
radio show. In Streetlight Harmonies, a who’s who of musicians trace the 
evolution of American pop music from doo wop and Phil Spector’s 
legendary ‘wall of sound’ up through Motown, surf music and the British 
Invasion. It’s a toe-tapping stroll down memory lane for music lovers of all 
ages.

● Streetlight Harmonies stars Fred Parris, Little Anthony, Vito Picone, 
Jimmy Merchant, Barbara Jean English, Billy Brown, Ronald Coleman, Lois 
Harris Powell, Sammy Strain, La La Brooks, Charlie Thomas, Terry Johnson, 
Diz Russell, Jerry Blavat, Val Shively, and a host of others, including 
Classic Urban Harmony’s own Charlie Horner. The film also features 
hundreds of photos of groups, sheet music, posters, etc. from the Classic 
Urban Harmony Archives.  Not to be missed!

●

3.STREETLIGHT HARMORNIES
Directed by Brent Wilson | 2017 | 84 min | 
Documentary |USA

http://nyadiff.org/streetlight-harmonies-adiff-bhm/


4.SONS OF BENKOS
DIRECTED BY LUCAS SILVA COLOMBIA AND FRANCE | 2003 | SPANISH 
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES | 52 MIN

An entertaining documentary that explores the African culture of 
Colombia through music. The film presents the music of the Sons of 
Benkos, one of the most important Black leaders in the fight for freedom 
during the times of slavery in Colombia. The film also shows the 
evolution of Afro-Colombian music over time through the fusion of 
Cuban and contemporary African rhythms with traditional 
Afro-Colombian music.

5.

• DIRECTED BY MARK DIXON PERU ND BELGIUM | 2003 | SPANISH 
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES | 54 MIN

• Susana Baca is not only a champion in the performance and 
preservation of Afro-Peruvian heritage, but also an elegant singer 
whose shimmering voice sings of love, loss and life. Susana and her 
husband Ricardo Pereira have founded the Instituto Negrocontinuo 
“Black Continuum” in Lima, a spirited facility for the exploration, 
expression, and creation of Black Peruvian culture. While Baca has 
dedicated herself to researching and performing virtually all forms 
of Afro-Peruvian folklore, it is the lando that has become her 
trademark. This slow to mid-tempo, highly evocative mix of 
Spanish, Indigenous and African rhythms has become what the son 
is to Cuba, or the samba to Brazil–the lando is the sound of Black 
Peru.

•

https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/return-to-goree/trailer-return-to-goree
https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/return-to-goree/trailer-return-to-goree


6. WHEN
DRUM

BEATING

• Directed by Whitney Dow USA | Haiti | 84 min | 
English | Documentary, Music 

• Ln Haiti, there is one band that has seen it all: 
Septentrional. For six decades this 20 piece band 
has been making passionate, beautiful music — a 
fusion of Cuban big band and Haitian voodoo 
beats — through dictatorships, natural disasters, 
coup d’etats and chaos, navigating the ups and 
downs, the glory and the tragedy that is Haiti’s 
history.

• Trailer:https://youtu.be/B9c8afDFdoA 

https://youtu.be/B9c8afDFdoA


7. Return to Goree

•

•
•

•

https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/return-to-goree/trailer-return-to-goree
https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/return-to-goree/trailer-return-to-goree


8. Evolutionary Blues: West Oakland
Dir. Cheryl Fabio |USA | 2017 | 90 min | Doc | English

•

•

•

•

http://nyadiff.org/evolutionary-blues-west-oaklands-music-legacy/


●
●
●

https://africandiasporavideo.com/collections/all


9.  THE FIRST RASTA
•
•

•

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHjI_Lff8Cs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVIHG8R5224


10.  THE JUDGE
•
•

•

https://youtu.be/xGIKZ97juB4


11. Scheherazade, Tell Me a Story

•

•

•

•

https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/scheherazade-tell-me-a-story/scheherazade-tell-me-a-story-trailer
https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/scheherazade-tell-me-a-story/scheherazade-tell-me-a-story-trailer


Stories of 
Immigration
●

●

●

https://africandiasporavideo.com/collections/all


12.  ANGELICA

•
•

•

•

https://youtu.be/XQbWniwraR0


13.  La Pirogue

•
•
•

•

https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/the-pirogue/thepiroguetrailer69987
https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/the-pirogue/thepiroguetrailer69987


14.  La Playa D.C.

•
•

•

•

https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/la-playa-d-c/la-playa-trailer-digital80079
https://www.reelhouse.org/artmattanfilms/la-playa-d-c/la-playa-trailer-digital80079


https://africandiasporavideo.com/collections/all

